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ABSTRACT
Rocket propelled vehlcles which operate at high aititud(:
produce large exhaust plumes which g,'eatly modify the aero-
dynamic flow field. One of the most pronounced e/feLt.. _, :s an
interaction between the plume bow shock and the 'vehicic b_._,.,nd-I
ary layer. The interaction results in c, '..o,;nci_ry laye_
separation which can produce several unde_.__ble a_odyn,.,,,ic
effects. A natural unsteadiness is inherent in the pheno_,i-
enon (plume induced flow separation) and at present the or,_y
fluctuating pressure data avaiiab;e were taken on a Saturn V
vehicle in flight° The data indlcate fluctuating pressure
levels of a magnitude to be of serious concern, particula:.ly
from a buffeting consideration° This report is a wind tunnel
study of the basic nature of plume induced flow sepa_'aLion
witil emphasis on the unsteady aspects of the Flow.
Testing was conducted in a 6 inch by 6 inch blo_v-.down
supersonic wind tunnel_ A cone-cylinder model with a plum-
ing jet was used as the test model° Test were conducted
with a systematic variation in Mach number and plume pressure°
Results of the tests are presented in the form of root-mean-
squared surface pressure levels, power' spectral densities,
photographs of the flow field from which shock angles and
separation lengths were taken, and time-averaged surfa(:(;
pressure profiles..
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CHt',PTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, the unsteady effects of
separated flows have become of increasing interest. This
is due, in part, to the fact that flight vehicles are now
operating in flow regimes with high dynamic pressures and
are, therefore, subject to large pressur_ variations. The
pressure fluctuations produced by attached turbulent boundary
layers have been studied quite extensively, and the fluctu-
ations are understood well enough that reliable estimates
of their level can be made° However, it is also important
to study the pressure fluctuations associated with separated
flows since most vehicles have some portlon of their boundary
engulfed in sepaFated flowo
Separated flows can be produced in a variety of ways,
such as compression corner's, shock waves intersecting a
surface, deflection devices, jet plumes, etc. The jet plume
induced separation is one of the most important and least
studied separdtion phenomenon. Most high dltitude rockets
and missiles encounter this phenomenon, and it will exert a
major influence on the aerodynamic characteristics of the
space shuttle.
This study is a report of an experimental investigation
of the basic natuFe of pressure fluctuations associated with
1
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plume induced flow separation. In this sectlon a discu _ ,,,.
of the scope of the research is presented, Mechanlcs oi fhe
separatlon phenomenon are discussed in Section tl along w,th
a review of related experimental studies. A discussion of
the test model, laboratory equipment, and testlng procedu,e
is included in Section III, In Section IV the experimental
results are presented, and conclusions are drawn in Section
V,
Purpose and Scope of Research
The primary purpose of this study was to obtain wind
tunnel measurements of the pressure fluctuation in the v1--
cinity of bcundary layer separation on a vehicle wlth a
pluming jet, The vehicle was scaled to a suitable size to_
mounting in a supersonic wind tunnel, and the plume was
generated by a secondary air supply from a high pressuYe
facility located near the wind tunnel,
Tests were conducted with a systematic variation of
Mach number and plume stagnation pressure,. Results of the
investigation are presented in the form of root-mean-
squared (RMS) surface pressure levels, power spectral
densities of surface pressure, time-a_eraged pressure pro-
tiles in the vicinity of separation, and photographs of the
flow field from which separation lengths and shock angles
were taken.
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CHAPTER 11
DISCUSSION OF SEPARATED FLOW
This section is intended to provide a basic discussion
of the separation phenomenon and its associated properties.
Included in this section is a review of major studies con-
cerning separated flows, especially those studies concerning
unsteady separated flow.
The Mechanism of Flow Separation
In supersonic flow, a shock wave produces a sharp rise
in pressure and will penetrate through the boundary layer
to the sonic llne when it impinges a solid boundary. Because
of diffusion, the sharp pressure change across the shock will
produce a strong but finite pressure gradient in the subsonic
portion of the boundary layer. Depending on the magnitude
of the gradient, the nature of the 9ncoming boundary layer,
and the length of upstream diffusion, separation may occur.
For example, in a compression corner with viscous flow the
diffusion process will cause an adverse pressure gradient
and may separate the boundary layer. Since separation re-
duces the initial pressure rise by decreasinq the initial
flow turn anqle and since the mechanism of separation is
dependent o_, this pressure rise, the Inviscid external flow
3
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4and the viscous internal flow are interdependent due to a
pressure interaction.
Bogdono_[ and Kepler [3]* report measurelnents in
connectlon wlth an oblique sliock impinging on a flat wall
carrylng a turbulent boundary layer' with M _ 3. Figure tI-I
shows a sketch of their interpretation of the eftect caused
by a weak shock (# = 7 ° ) and a strong shock (4 > 13°) • The
weak shock reflection is very much like that expected on
i
the basis of Ideal-flow theory. When the strength of the
shock is increased to 13 ° the reflected pattern contains a
system of expansion and compression waves, and the boundary
layer thickens greatly and tends toward separation. Separa-
tion was observed to occur at deflectlon angles greater
than 9 _. The pressure rise which leads to separatlon is
independent of shock angle and has a value of ps/p _ 2.
A typical shock induced separated flow is shown in
Figure II-2, in which the principle flow regions are shown
with a wall-pressure profile. The lower edge of the bound-
ary layer, or the shear zone, breaks away from the wall very
noticeably at the separation point. It is a linear feature
with approximately a 13 ° incline to the surface. The upper
boundary of the shear zone makes an angle of about 16.5 °
with respect to the wall, therefore, the region spreads
v_iL!; an angle of about 3.5 Q. Above the shear zone, the
flow is virtually uniform supersonic flow. Below the shear
• Numbers in brackets refer to references in the List
of References.
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Separated Region
Fi!_ure II-I. Reflection of a Shock Wave from a
Turburlent Boundary Layer on a Flat Wall, After
Bo_Jonoff and Kepler [3]
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zone, the line a ong which u = 0 lles close to the center
of a very strong recirculating region. The total pressure
in this region is only 30% to 40% of the free.-stream value,
but the speed of the fluid is still as high as 35% of the
free-stream value. [3,20]
Related Studies
A wide variety of research has been done in the
separated flow regime in recent years. Bogdonoff and Kepler
[3] studied separation due to a forward facing step, from
which they obtained total and static pressure surveys of
the separated region. Love [13] and Gadd [7] performed some
of the first studies in which the Mach and Reynolds number
influences were investigated. In 1958, Chapman, Kuehn and
Larson [4] investigated separated flows with respect to the
position of transition. Williams [19] a,. '4ikesell [16]
investigated the length of a separated region in a compress-
ion corner. Turbulent boundary layer separation induced by
flares on cylinders was studied by Kuehn [12]. For com-
pression corner flares, small separated regions (less than
five boundary layer thicknesses) appeared to be as steady
as the attached flow; however for larger separated regions
the flow became unsteady, and the unsteadiness increased
at "iLl_ size of the separated region increased. When sep-
aration occured on the curved-surface flares, the flow was
extremely unsteady° The unsteadiness was evidenced by the
_.andom shock pattern. Photographs taken in succession for
j.
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a given t.est condition £howed the shock s.yste:t, to .,:, .,,.
with time It. w,-.,s a lsn observed thai the separatlor: po_r,t
oscillated over a distance of several boundary ]ayer tlb_(k.-
nesses ..
Gillette [8] obtained st.atlc and Lot.al pressure sur_eys
of turbu!ent boundary layer separation over a £gmp_e_:._on
corne_. In his ]nvestigation, it was round that separ.at_or,
exceeding six or eight boundary layer thicknesses became
unsteady, In which the excursions of the separated po:nt
were less than half a boundary layer thickness, Zukosk_
[20] reports from some uppubllshed data by C, F, Coe of
Ames Research Center, that near the seporatlon po'rlt the
ratio of pressure fluctuation (RMS va!ues) to the _.ee-
stream dynamic pressure is roughly °06, and over the plateau
region the rat!o is about °03° These values are rough_y
independent of Mach number° Zukosk] states that tot' Reynolds
numbers two to three tlmes the transition value, t.hr overall|
features of separated flow become independent of Reynoids
number, The pressure ratio for' separation is almost con-
stant with Mach number-_ Strike [18] stud;ed the inter.action
between plumes and an external stream at a Mach number of
L
lO,. His test were conducted on a flat plate model w.th a
three-dimenslonal plume e_hausting at the trailing edge
'I
,F
Th_,.p studles showed that in many respects the plume _(ts _s
a blunt body trail_ng the flat plate surface, which p,oduces
a large separated reglon on the model However', unl_ke the
blunt body, the plume is a movlng fluid boundary wh;ch
1973004561-TSB02
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appears to lnje(-t mass _nto the separated re_lon ,Jnd
produces laminar boundary layer separation effects lh,Jt
differ from an equivalently shaped solid body. For _nsl.ar, ce,
the p,-essur.e !n the separated region was higher dnd mo,e
sensitive llo the separation _'olnt than the same -length of
separated fiow caused by a solid body_ McGhee [i4] inves-
tigated jet plume induced flow separation at Mach numbers
of 3,00, 4°50, and 6°00 on various axisymmetric bodies,. His
primary result was that the separation angle and length were
functions of jet pressure ratio and model geometry.
Of the many studies pereormed on the flow separ-ation
phenomenon, only a few people have investigated the un-
steadiness associated with flow separation.. Kistle, ['0,11]
investigated the sidewall boundary layer on the Jet Pro-
pulslon Laboratory twenty inch super'sonic wind tunnel
Separation was induced by a forward facing step on the order
of one boundary layer thicknesso The mean static pressure
profiles obtained by Kist.ler were of the same gene,al form
of those obtained by Chapman [4]° The pressure rises rap-
idly near the separation point and then slowly approaches
a peak. After this peak, the pressure dips slightly and
then rises sharply near' the step, Bogdonoff's [3] data
differ only slightly fronl Kistler's, and this difference can
proi,:bly be explained by three dimensional effects
Near the separation point, the qualit.at_ve features ot
tile pressure fluctuations a_e quite different from those
well within the separated region. (See Figure II-3)
1973004561-TSB03
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II
According to Kistler [I0], the time history of a polnt well
inside the separated region appears as a normal turbulence
signal (a finite band of white noise). Near the separation
point however, the signal has more of an "on-off" character
and can best be described as a white noise superimposed on
a random square wave of large amplitude. The frequency of
the square wave is much less than 1 kcps. Pressure fluctu-
ation data for a Mach number of 3.01 is shown in Figure
11-4, ,_here Prms is the pressure level of the separation
and P' is the RMS pressure level of the unseparated region.rms
Power spectral density data show that there is more energy
at the low frequencies in the separated region than in the
attached boundary layer. No spectra were obtained near
the separation point since most of the energy was below
1 kcDs, and the large fluctuations at the low frequencies
made it difficult to obtain quantitative measurements.
| However, well within the separated region there is very
little enerqy below 1 kcps.
Referrinq again to Figure 11-3, the pressure jumps
back and forth between P and P1 at the separation point.
The simplest explanation of this is that at any instance
of time the wall pressure distribution is a step function,
with the lower value P ahead of the separation point and
th., higher value P1 in the separated region. The location
of this jump is not stationary but moves over a restricted
region. Kistler offers the following explanation for the
m<_tion of _'le sepa_atlon point.
1973004561-TSB05
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The div_dln_ surface is randomly dlstorted In the
z direction. This conjecture is supported by the fact
that the motion of the separation point is not observed
in either still or motion pictures of the flow. The
extent of thls region (almost the entire region of the
steep pressure rise) is big enough as compared to the
boundary layer thickness that it certalnly should be
visible if the motion were uniform over the width of
the separated region. A random variation in the z
direction of the separated point, however, would be
averaged in a picture normal to the flow. Futhermore,
a cross-stream distortion of the flow is a plausible
explanation of the observed effect since, for the
supersonic flow, any perturbation that would increase
the deflection angle of the dividing surface would in-
crease the local pressure, push aside the slowly
moving, low-density recirculating fluid, and increase
the perturbation. Measurements by Kuehn have shown
that a supersonic turbulent boundary layer can support
a larger pressure rise without separating than that
encountered for the step flow, so that some motion of
the separation point is possible without contradicting
his measurements. The motion of the separation point
is limited because, if the angle gets too large, either
a new separation bubble is formed ahead of the old one
or some other mechanism intervenes. [II]
The fluctuating wall pressures inside the separated
region appeared to be caused by the turbulence in the free
shear layer. However, the power spectral density curves
changed from point to point which implies that other
mechanisms are also operating, but they are secondary in
ccmparison to the free shear turbulence.
Recently an extensive investigation of pressure
fluctuations associated with a separated turbulent boundary
layer has been undertaken at NASA Ames Research Center by
C. F. Coe [5]. Figure 11-5 shows the pressure fluctuation
data that were recorded for the flow in the vicinity of a
detached shock wave ahead of a 45 ° wedge in supersonic flow.
- - i 973004561-TSB07
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Coe obser_.,ed three cha,acte,'_st,c features o_ the broadband
pressure fluctuatlon They a,'e the Io_ !ntensities of the
attached bounda,y layer, the high intensity at the shock
and a plateau ie,,e! corresponding to the static pressure
plateau reglon The power spectra, Figure 11-6, show the
distinct differences in each of the flow regions,.
The only fluct.uation data available on plume induced
flow separation came from inflight measurements made on the
Saturn V vehicle reported by Jones [9]. Photographic data
were taken by a chase plane during the second flight of the
Saturn V, AS-502. and it was noted that separation began
about 90 seconds into the flight. As the vehicle gained
altitude, the exhaust plume caused enlargements in the
separated region and, consequently, there was a very rapid
and violent forward movement o_ the separation front on the
vehicle. Figure 11-7 shows tile movement of the separation
front as taken from the film. At !50 seconds, near booster
shut-off, the separated reglon completely engulfed the S-IC
stage If a similar separated flow occurs on the space
shuttle, approximately 60% of the vehicle will be immersed
in the separated flow region
Ten dynamic pressure transducers were mounted on the
AS-505 vehicle in an effort to obtain pressure fluctuation
dat,> near the separation point The pressure histories of
two of these transducers are shown in Figure 11-8. The
fluctuatlng pressure levels were unexpectedly high, and as
- 1973004561-TSB09
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a result, the signals were initially cllpped ,is 1:he
separation front passed over' the transducer,, The pressure
levels gradually decayed as the front continued forward,
The clipplng of the fluctuating signal was due to the
fact that the instrumentation system was biased for a
maximum of about 158 db_ As can be seen in Figure 11-8,
the clipped signals could have exceeded 158 db by a
considerable amount,, It is also important to note that
the pressure fluctuations showed a dominant frequency of
2 to 3 hertz°
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CHAPTER iii
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The tests descrlbed in thls report were conducted at
The University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa dur'_nq the time
period from May 1971 to May 1972
Facilities used were those belonglng to The University
of Alabama and electronic and recording equipment kindly
loaned by Marshall Space Flight Center.
Model Description
The model used in this study was designed to mount on
the wind tunnel wall, in ordeF that pressure taps, pressure
transducers, and the high pressure line for pr'oducing the
plume could be fabricated into the model with no inter-
ference generated in the primary flow. The brass model was
mounted with the axis of symmetry located at the tunnel
boundary layer displacement thickness. This reduced the
boundary layer effect to a minimum, and also allowed a
larger diameter body to be used than would have been
possible on a sting mount. The overall configuration and
dimensions of the model are shown in Figure III-I. A .250
inch wide lightly knurled band was machined around the body
of the model just art of the cone-cylinder intersection to
2O
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trip and insure a turbulent boundary layer,, ;il.w<.Js
necessary to machine a flat surface along the top of the
model in order that the pressure transducers could be
mounted flush w]th the model surface, The strrip was li4
linch w_de and approximately .007 inch of the d_ameter was
removed,, The nose cone angle and length of body wer.e
optlmized in order that the leading shock cone would not
reflect, off of the tunnel walls and interfere with the
flow pattern,
Stalnless steel splitter fins were positioned on the
model as shown in Figure 111-2o The fins served to separate
the tunnel boundary layer from the plume and were 1/16 inch
thick with a lO ° half wedge cut on the lower surface lead-
ing edge° This produced Flat plate fins as seen by the
flow on the upper surface° The leading edge of the fins
were swept 70 ° so that the distance from the leading edge
to the separated region was a minimum, thus minimizing
the effect of the fin boundary layer,
The plume producing portion of the model is detailed
in Figure III-3o In order to restrict the flowrate require-
ments a solid plume core was inserted° The core also
provided a settling chamber for the plume, Both walls of
the nozzle were conical, with the apex of the cones on the
axi,_ of the model,. The nozzle was designed to produce an
isentropic exit Mach number of 2,94
....... -1973004561-TSC02
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Mounting Transducers
Flush with the Model
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Figure 111-2. End View of the Test Model
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Data Acquisition Systems
E×per. lmental data for this study were obtained tTon:
three recording systems. A dynamic system, later referred
to as System i, was used to measure and record pressure
fluctuating data associated with the separated flow. A
static (tlme-averaged) pressure measurlng system, later.
referred to as System II, provided static pressure profiles
for a few sample tests, and a Schlieren system, System Ill,
was used to study the flow geometry.
System I consisted ot six Kistler 601-L transducers,
six Kistler 553-A charge amplifiers powered by a Kepco D.C.
power supply, an Ampex Cp-lO0 tape recorder, a Tektronix
502-A oscilloscope, and a true RMS Ballantine voltmeter as
well as other appropriate electronic equipment°
The transducers used were the piezoelectric type with
a resonant frequency of 130,000 HZ and were calibrated with
a 160 db, 1 KHZ signal produced by a Photocon acoustic
calibrator. Figure 111-4 shows the location of each trans-
ducer mounted in the model, An electrical schematic of the
equipment is shown in Figure 111-5. All electrical connec-
tions are made with low noise coaxial cable. The equipment
used in System I was borrowed from Marshall Space Flight
Cen_e_,
, it_nuls from the pressure transducer tests were record-
ed on one Inch magnetic tape. Baganoff Associates of St.
Louis, M1ssourl redu(ed the random signal data to RMS
pressure data and power spectral density data.
1973004561-TSC05
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2_
System ]i conslsted of six pressure taps 1,025 inch
diameter orT]ces) mounted in the model to coincide wlth the
location of the hiqh frequency transducers used In System I,
and six USG pressure gages, The mounting holes in the
model were deslgned so that the transducers could be re-
moved and the B_essure tap tubes inserted in their, place,
providing time-averaged and dynamic pressure measurements
at identical model locations.
System III consisted of a standard black and white
Schlieren system manufactured by Kenny Engineering Corpora-
tion. Schlieren photographs were taken by a 35mm Miranda
camera. From the Schlieren photographs, separatlon lengths
and shock angles were obtained.
Primary and Secondary Flow Systems
A six inch by six inch supersonic wind tunnel manufac-
tured by Aerolab Supply Company in Hyattsville, Maryland was
used to simulate supersonic speeds ot the model. The tunnel
was designed for continuous Mach number variation in the
range of 1.6 to 3.5 by means of a sliding lower nozzle
block. It was not possible to obtain the access required
for these tests through the walls of the exlstlng test
se,:tion in the wind tur. nel. Therefore, a 13 inch test
section extension was designed and constructed for this
project_ (See Figure 111-6). The extension was mated to
the original test section as carefully as possible, and no
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Figure III-6. Supersonic Wind Tunnel Test Section
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flow disturbance at the junction was found in Schl,c,,._rl
observation. The windows were made of 8 inch by 6 lJ_c.h
by 1 I/4 inch plate glass. Because the wlndows were n(Jt
large enough to observe the entire model, they were
located for obser_atlon of the plume-separation reglon.
It should be noted that the tunnel calibration was per-
formed by Martin [15] before a new pneumatic control valve
system and the extended test section were installed. In
a preliminary test a portion of the lower nozzle block
failed, and it was necessary to dismantle the tunnel and
make repairs. The repalrs were very closely super_isedo
and with several test runs it was determined that the
tunnel was repaired with virtually no change In calibration..
The plume flow was created by the secondary flow system
which consisted of a high pressure test facility located
near the wind tunnel. Air at 2400 psi and near. room temper-
ature was brought to the plume control panel in tront ot
the w!nd tunnel by two I/2 inch stainless steel tubes. The
plume pressure was regulated by a Tescom dome regulator be-
fore the air entered a stainless steel settling chamber at
which point the plume stagnation pressure was measured on a
ten inch Heise gauge° A three foot section of 3/4 inch
flexible high pressure hose connected the settllng chamber
and _-lle model.
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Test Procedure
All tests 'in this investigation were conducted _n
essentially the same manner., The plume flow was estdb1,slled
first and maintained throughout the tunnel run°* Math
numbers were varied from 2,.5 to 3.5 in increments of 0..2.
and plume pressures were varied from zero psi to 800 psi in
increments of 200 psi° Arrangement of the test fac111tles
necessitated separate tests for each type of test; that is,
the tests to measure fluctuating pressures, to measure static
pressures, and to obtain _chlieren photographs were conduct-
ed separately°
* It was surprising to the investigators that the plume
flow did not block the tunnel and prevent a start, however,
good flow could be established with the plume in operat!on.
It is noted that this indicates at least one major behav-
ioral difference in plume flow and that simulated by a sol ,d
body°
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CHAPTER iV
DISCUSSION OF RESUL]S
This section includes a presentation of selected data
collected in this investigatlon. Trends and m_gnitudo% _,re
shown and comparison is made with similar data assocldted
with separation induced by solid body config_ratlons
Flow Geometry Data
Because of the unusual mounting arrangement of the mod_ _
used in these tests (i.e., a wall mounted cyl;nde() assurance
was sought that the flow in the vicinity of the separation
region was not disturbed. That assurance was found from oi!
flow patterns, Schlieren studies, and surface pressure
measurements, In each instance, as will be discussed, there
| were no significant effects found of the mounting arrangement
on the flow over' the upper surface of the model
Oil flow studies were conducted before the Inst,umenta-
tion of the model. The patterns obtained dld not ha_e
sufficient contrast for good quality photographs; however,
close observatlon of the patterns showed that the =,plltter
;
_-" fins did isolate the main body of the model from the t_nnei
m, boundary layer. The patterns also indicated that Lhe plu_pe
-- boundary was contained by the fins for a plume staclnation
32
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pressure up to £00 p£1, The fleneral cnnclu<,,_,r,_> ii1 ill !, v_,i',
that the llow in the plume and instrumentatic_n reqic, r,<, v/, <,
essentially as it would ha_e been had the m_,del _lnd f low been
completuly axi-syJnmetr, lc.
Mean static wall pressures were obtained to_ _ Math
number of 2.7 over a range of plume pressures. These pro-
files are shown in F,gure IV-l, in which the t_ve plume
pressure conditions are shown in a ver.tlcally staggered
arrangement to facilitate comparison of the profiles for
different plume pressures. The no-plume profile shows con-
stant wall pressure within exper,mental error and again
supports the conclusion that the flow in the instrumentat]un
region was not disturbed by the mounting arrangement.
The Schlieren photographs in Figure IV-2 illustrate
typical flows studied in this project. Only the upper
surface of the cylindrical section of the model is visible0
with the plume and separation in the lower left region of
the photographs. The shocks running diagonally across the
field (excluding the separation shock) are generated in the
nose region of the model. Again there are no indications of
flow disturbance due to mounting in the instrumentation
region.
The black strip showing in the field of the nhotogr.aphs
is _, two inch reference length. From this the separatihn
length was measured, taking the intersection of the separa-
tion shock and the model surface as the point of separation
and defining the separation length to be the distance lrom
1973004561-TSC13
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a. M=2.7, PD:200 Psi
b. M=2.7, Pp=400 Psi
Figure IV-2. Schlieren Photograohs of Plume In-
duced Flow Separation
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c. M:2.7, Pp=600 Psi
d. M:2.7, PD=800 Psi
Figure IV-2 (Continued)
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that point to the p;L, me origin Figure lV-J pre_,enl!.
.<>eparat_on length _ersus normalized plume pressu,e _o, e, _1_
Mach number' Gillette [8], W11liams [19], arid M1kese1_ [161
observed a Math number effect on separa[ion length, howeve,,
if there is a Mach effect present in this study it ,s ob-
scured by data scatter° The data in Figure IV-3 could be
approximated by one smooth curve,
Separation shock angle data are shown in Flgu,-e IV-4,
The angle decreases with increasing Mach number as one would
expect° Also, the curves of separation angle _ersus plume
pressure show negative slope which becomes less negat.ve as
the Mach number increases,
Pressure Fluctuation Data
The basic nature of the fluctuating pressure slgnals is
shown by oscilloscope samples in Figure IV-5. A one KHZ,
160 db RMS calibration signal is included with each p,essure
signal for a frequency and magnitude reference._ The s_gnals
of transducers one and two, which are ahead of the separation
front, appear as a normal turbulent signal,. In this instance,
the separation front is located near transducer three which
produces a signal of an obviously different character _n
that it includes dlstinct "steps" which suggest that the
shocI: front is passing back and forth across the t_onsducer
Transducers four, five, and six are located in the separation
region and produce signals of a character slmllar to those
" 19730045611TSD03
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a. Transducer _io. l b. Transducer No. 2
(in Front of Shock) (in Front of Shock)
c. Transducer No. 3 d. Transducer _io. 4
(At Shock) (Behind Shock)
e. Iransducer _io. 5 F. Transducer _Io 6
(Behind Shock) (Behind Shock
!.I=2.7, Pp=800 Psi
Fiqure IV-5. TyDica] Fiuct_Jatin 9 Pr_sure Signals Compared to _ 160 do, I KH/ Sinusoidai Siqnal
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produced ahead of the sepa,atlon, except that. the m_gnlt.ude
is much greate, The signals are very much ilke those ob-
served by Klstler []0,1i] for a turbulent boundary layer
separated by _ solld step..
Root-mean-squared pressure fluctuation levels are re-
ported for all test conditions° Figure IV-6 shows the
general form of the data° There is a sharp peak in RMS
pressure level near or at the separation front. The level
N
drops to a minimum for the separated region just behind the
separation front and then slowly increases to values which
in some cases exceed the peak level at separation° The
trend is identical to that reported by Coe [5] except that
he did not report the significant rise in the separated
region°
Figure IV-7 through IV-12 present the RMS levels ob-
tained in this Investigation_ The data have been shifted in
a horizontal direct]on so that separation points coincide
for different plume pressures at the same Mach number, in
several tests the separation point is located between trans-
ducers, and tests of this type do not display the peak at
separation This fact along with the data scatter necessi-
tates careful observation to detect trends,
L The general form of the power spectral densities is
sho_,,:_ in Figure IV-13. The forms are substantlally the same
as those reported by Coe [5] except for the rise on the high
frequency end (in the 12 to 20 KHZ range). Figure IV-14
through ]V-J9 show numerical examples of normalized power
" " - • i I I • i ill I i I I I " "" _
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spectral densities Unfortunately, no boundary !aye_ length
was available and the model diameter was used as the best
length scale available., Also, in interpretating the curves
one must _emember that the shock front was not positioned
on a transducer in all tests so that this spectrum is missing
from some of the families° Figure IV-17 illustrates an
' example of this° On the other, hand, Figure IV-18 illustrates
a case in which the shock spectrum is clearly evident_
There were slight variations in Reynolds number for
each Mach number tested because of small variations in test
section stagnatlon pressure_ llowever, nominal values of
Reynolds number can be given for each test section Mach
number.
Mach Number Reynolds Number Per Foot
2.5 - 0.90 x lO7
2.7 - 1.02 x lO7
2.9 - 1.13 x lO7
3.1 - 1.21 x lO7
3.3 - 1.27 x lO7
3.5 1.36 x lO7
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Position Along Model
Figure IV-6. General Nature of RMS Pressure Curves i
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Figure IV-13. General Nature of Power Snectral Density Data
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CONCLUSIONS
The RMS pressuFe levels and power spectra| density
trends compaFe !n most respects with solid body induced
separation data reported by Kist!er [lO,ll] and Coe [5]°
However, in this study, the RMS pressure levels in the
separated region show a defini_.e increase (after an initial
decrease) with distance from the separation point, where as
Coe [5] indicates e_ther a constant or slighty decreasing
RMS level in the separated region on a solid body_ Also,
there is a noticeable rise in many of the power spectral
density curves for the high frequency range between 12 KHZ
and 20 KHZ which is not observed in data associated with
solid bodies° The effect is not present in all spectra
obtained in this investigation and seems to be most pro-
nounced on spectra for points near, but not on, the
separation front°
The pressure fluctuation levels reported by Jones [9]
from measurements on a Saturn V flight were not simulated in
these tests_ A reasonable explanation is that a prototype
rocket engine is known to pulse, and no attempt was made to
simulate this, Therefore, it is possible that plume unstead-
ines_ can coptribute in a major way to th: fluctuation in the
vicinity of sepaFation
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All testing performed ;n thls investigation indicates
that the flow fleld over the instrumented portion of the
wall mounted model was not disturbed by the mounting arrange-
ment, That is, _t is possible to simulate body-of-revolution
flow by mounting the axis of the body on the tunnel wall
boundary layer displacement thickness° Also, it was possible
to start the tunnel with the plume in operation even though
a much smaller solid body would have blocked the flowo
i
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